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Claimant represented by Mr. Frederick S. “Rick” Spencer, Attorney at Law, Mountain
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Respondents No. 1 represented by Mr. Micheal L. Alexander, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

Respondent No. 2, represented by Ms. Christy King, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
Arkansas, excused from participation.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On May 1, 2013, the above-captioned claim was heard in Mountain Home,

Arkansas.  A prehearing conference took place on February 11, 2013.  A prehearing order

entered on that date pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as

Commission Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues,

and respective contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the order.
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Stipulations

At the hearing, the parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit

1.  With three additional stipulations reached at the hearing, they are the following eight,

which I accept:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed on or about April 13,

2005, when Claimant sustained a compensable injury to his lower back.

3. Respondents accepted the back injury as compensable and paid indemnity

and medical benefits.

4. Claimant’s average weekly wage was $914.62, which entitled him to

compensation rates of $466.00/$350.00.

5. Claimant reached maximum medical improvement and the end of his healing

period on September 16, 2008.

6. Dr. Rebecca Barrett-Tuck assigned Claimant a ten percent (10%) permanent

partial impairment rating to his back.  Respondents No. 1 have not accepted

this rating.

7. Respondents No. 1 have controverted Claimant’s entitlement to all additional

benefits.

8. If called to testify, Mr. Helge Quizdorf, the ex-son-in-law of Anita Hall, would

corroborate the testimony of Hall.
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Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

With an issue added at the hearing, and the amendment of the second and third ones, the

following were litigated:

1. Whether the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

2. Whether the medical treatment that Claimant received after controversion by

Respondents No. 1 was reasonable and necessary.

3. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

4. Whether Claimant is entitled to an impairment rating and permanent partial

disability benefits pursuant thereto.

5. Whether Claimant is entitled to permanent and total disability benefits or, in

the alternative, wage loss disability benefits.

6. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

Contentions

The respective contentions of the parties read:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that he is entitled to reasonable and necessary medical

treatment for the injuries to his lower back.

2. Dr. Rebecca Barrett-Tuck is unable to perform any surgical procedure to the

claimant’s lower back due to an aneurysm in his stomach.  Therefore, the

claimant continues to treat with Dr. Paden, who prescribes him Vicodin to

help manage his pain.
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1This, of course, conflicts with Stipulation No. 7.

3. Claimant was working full-time prior to his injury.  He is unable to work due

to his back and is entitled to permanent and total disability benefits.

Respondents No. 1:

1. Respondents No. 1 contend that the claim was accepted as compensable

and all appropriate benefits have been paid and are continuing to be paid.1

Respondent No. 2:

1. Respondent No. 2 contends that if Claimant is found to be permanently and

totally disabled, the Trust Fund stands ready to commence weekly benefits

in compliance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-502.  Therefore, the Trust Fund

has not controverted the claimant’s entitlement to benefits.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, deposition

testimony, documents, and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had

an opportunity to hear the testimony of the hearing witnesses and to observe their

demeanor, I hereby make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704 (Repl. 2002):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional; Claimant’s

motion to recuse is hereby denied.
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4. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that all of the

treatment of his lower back that is in evidence was reasonable and

necessary.

5. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that surgery

on his lower back is reasonable and necessary.

6. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that additional pain

management of his compensable lower back injury, to include prescription

medication and rhizotomies, is reasonable and necessary.

7. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled

to a permanent partial impairment rating of five percent (5%) to the body as

a whole in connection with his compensable lower back injury.

8. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is

permanently and totally disabled.

9. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he has

sustained ten percent (10%) in wage loss disability benefits over and above

his five percent (5%) impairment rating.

10. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled

to a controverted attorney’s fee at the expense of Respondents No. 1 on the

permanent partial and wage loss disability benefits that have been awarded

herein, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2002).
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2Per Commission policy, Claimant’s Exhibit’s 5-6 and Joints Exhibits 1-2,
separately bound, have been retained in the Commission’s file.

CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

The witnesses at the hearing were Claimant; his friend Mike Magee; his neighbor

Bill Koop; and his wife, Anita Hall.  As discussed above, the parties stipulated to the

testimony of Helge Quizdorf.

Along with the prehearing order discussed above, the exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case consist of the following:  Commission Exhibit 2, a letter from

Claimant’s counsel to the Commission dated April 17, 2013, consisting of two pages;

Claimant’s Exhibit 1, his April 11, 2013 motion to recuse, brief in support thereof, and

attached documentation, consisting of 394 pages (per Commission policy, this exhibit,

separately bound, has been retained in the Commission’s files); Claimant’s Exhibit 2,

correspondence pertaining to his constitutional issue, consisting of one index page and

nine numbered pages thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit 3, a compilation of his medical records,

consisting of two index pages and 68 numbered pages thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit 4,

another compilation of his medical records, consisting of one index page and 42 numbered

pages thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit 5, the transcript of the deposition of Claimant taken

August 21, 2007, consisting of 33 numbered pages;2 Claimant’s Exhibit 6, the transcript

of the deposition of Claimant taken April 17, 2013, consisting of 51 numbered pages, plus

one exhibit page; Respondents No. 1 Exhibit 1, another compilation of Claimant’s medical

records, consisting of three index pages and 136 numbered pages thereafter;

Respondents No. 1 Exhibit 2, the record of Claimant’s March 8, 2011 visit to Dr. Rebecca
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Barrett-Tuck, consisting of one page; and Joint Exhibit 1, the transcript of the deposition

of Dr. Barrett-Tuck taken June 24, 2008, consisting of 31 numbered pages plus 33 pages

of exhibits.

In addition, I have blue-backed to the record the following:  the transcript of the

deposition of Dr. Barrett-Tuck taken April 22, 2013, consisting of 29 numbered pages.

Testimony-Hearing

George Marvin Thompson.  Claimant, who is 63 years old, dropped out of school

in the tenth grade and never obtained a graduate equivalency degree.  He can read, write,

and perform basic math.  His testimony was that when he left school, he went to work in

construction.  Upon reaching the age of 18, he began a seven-year stint as a forklift driver

in a steel mill.  From 1975 until 1989, he was employed as a painter and carpenter in

Florida.

Thereafter, from 1989 to 2008, he worked at Respondent Mountain Home Good

Samaritan Village (“Good Samaritan”).  He described Good Samaritan as a facility that

consisted of a nursing home and condominiums.  Claimant worked in the maintenance

department the entire time that he was employed there.  He described his duties as

follows:  “We would install air conditioners, change out refrigerators, TVs, whatever needed

to be done.”  At times, he had to help pick up residents.  The heaviest weight he ever lifted

there was when he aided in helping up a resident who weighed approximately 400 pounds.

Claimant stated that before the injury at issue, he never missed work because of physical

problems.
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Asked to describe how he became injured on April 13, 2005, he responded:

Well, I was working at the facility, I think I was painting one of the
apartments, and they paged me to come and I helped unload a TV that was
brought into the facility.  Outside, they wanted to come out and help unload
it and bring it in . . . [w]ell, me and my co-worker, Charlie White, proceeded
to unload it out of the back of the pickup, and set it on the ground so we
could get under it with a two-wheel car[t], and when I bent down to set it
down, I felt . . . pain in my lower back and left leg and I filled out and incident
report and I started going to the doctor visits from there.

He estimated that the television, which was uncrated, weighed about 100 pounds.

Respondents No. 1 had Claimant treat with Dr. Greg Elders.  He was referred to Dr. Brent

Sprinkle.  His treatment included epidural steroid injections, which were performed by Dr.

Kenneth Rosenzweig.  Sprinkle referred him to Dr. Eric Akin as well.  Claimant eventually

petitioned the Commission for a change-of-physician to Dr. Rebecca Barrett-Tuck, and this

was granted.  She, in turn, referred him to Dr. Raymond Greaser for pain management.

He has also treated on his own with Dr. Travis Richardson.  Claimant has not treated with

Dr. Barrett-Tuck, or even sought an appointment with her, in over two years.  He also has

treated with Dr. Glen Pait as the result of a referral by Dr. Barrett-Tuck.  Despite such

extensive treatment, he admitted he has not spent one night in the hospital for anything

related to his back since the April 2005 injury.

Claimant’s testimony was that he was given a 20-pound lifting restriction by Drs.

Elders and Barrett-Tuck.  He stated that Good Samaritan followed the restriction until Dr.

Sprinkle released him from treatment.  Thereafter, he was informed that he had to lift

whatever was required to perform his job, and if he failed to do so, he would no longer be

needed.  As a result, he continued lifting and strained his back as the result of moving an

air conditioner.  He moved furniture as well.  Claimant admitted that for most of the period
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after he returned to work at Good Samaritan, he was on light duty.  He only worked at full

duty for “just a short time,” and the heaviest thing he lifting during this period weighed

approximately 75 pounds.  Claimant’s work there was mostly part-time within two months

after his injury; but his testimony was that he wanted to work full-time.  While he admitted

that in his August 21, 2007 deposition, he testified that his regular schedule at that point

was 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., five days a week, he added that he only worked those hours

“[f]or about a month or two.”  He testified that Good Samaritan limited his hours to one and

one-half hours in the morning and the same amount in the afternoon.  However, when

shown the following exchange from that deposition, Claimant’s only explanation was that

he “must have made a mistake there”:

Q. Now, since November of ‘05, have you gone back to work?

A. Yes.

Q. Have you been working fairly, 40 hours a week since then?

A. Yes.  Yes.

Claimant stated that his back condition worsened during time he was at Good

Samaritan after the back injury:  “The longer I was on my feet, the worse the pain got and

the worse my left foot and leg would go numb on me.”  He left Good Samaritan in March

2008–nearly three years after the accident–on the advice of his physician, and has worked

nowhere since then.  When it was pointed out that he testified in his April 17, 2013

deposition that he was still working at the time of his resignation, Claimant stated that “I

think I was wrong there, too.”  He has not looked for work; he applied for and was approved

to receive Social Security disability benefits.
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Asked to describe his current condition as a result of the 2005 lifting incident, he

responded:  “I have continuous back pain and left leg pain, my left foot goes numb on me

if I’m on my feet any amount of time.”  The onset of the numbness is after 15 to 20 minutes

of standing.  He rated his back pain as ranging from 5/10 to 8/10, and represented that he

has never been pain-free since the work-related injury took place.  He uses Aleve, narcotic

pain patches, and Vicodin for breakthrough pain.  These are prescribed by Dr. Tim Paden,

his personal physician. Later, he described the patches as being Icy Hot®–over the

counter.  Claimant estimated that he has undergone “probably 40” injections in his back

since he began treatment–mostly by Greaser; but he no longer does so because they

provided only temporary relief.  Greaser also had him undergo a radiofrequency procedure,

which lessened his pain for about eight months.  He described a “good day” as one where

his pain is only 3/10 to 6/10 in intensity, while a “bad day” is one where the pain is 6/10 to

10/10.  He has “[p]robably 18 to 24” days each month that are “bad” ones.  Claimant stated

that such days can be triggered by being on his feet too long.  Shifting positions helps with

this problem.  His injury and the resulting pain have cause him to experience problems

sleeping.

As for other health problems, Claimant testified that he has an abdominal aortic

aneurysm.  A stent was installed to treat it, but it is still leaking.  Because of this, surgery

is risky.  However, he has not been assigned any work or activity restrictions because of

this condition.  He smokes about half a pack of cigarettes a day–just as he did before the

injury.

Claimant still possesses a driver’s license, and drives a pickup truck with an

automatic transmission.  On a typical day, Claimant cooks breakfast for the two
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grandchildren of Hall, aged 9 and 11, gets them ready for school, packs their lunches,

takes them to school, picks them up from school, and keeps them until their parents return.

In the interim, he runs errands, pays bills, and performs housekeeping duties such as

laundry or dishwashing.  However, he denied working all day, and stated that he naps.  His

testimony was that his productivity is “[v]ery little.”  He does not believe that there is any

job that he can perform eight hours a day, five days a week.  Claimant attributed this to his

inability to stand for significant lengths of time.  He related that he is only about to drive for

about 15 to 30 minutes at a time.  While sitting at home, he is in a recliner, with his feet

elevated.  At other times, to alleviate his pain, he lies in the floor with an exercise ball under

his knees.  At the suggestion of Dr. Greaser, he uses a cane for balance–especially when

his left leg and foot go numb.  He does very little lifting, and any weight is less than 20

pounds.  While he used to bowl and go golfing, he has done neither since being injured at

work in 2005.  He disputed Magee’s testimony (infra) that he tried to play golf after being

hurt; he related, in fact, that following the injury, he sold Magee his golf cart and some of

his clubs.

Claimant would like to continue treating with Dr. Barrett-Tuck; but Respondents No.

1 will not authorize this.  He stated that “they haven’t paid for anything since ‘05.”  Later,

he testified that they ceased covering his treatment after Dr. Sprinkle released him.

According to Claimant, he has paid for his own medical care since Sprinkle released him.

Later on, he elaborated that his group health insurance and Medicare have covered some

of his treatment, and he has paid for the balance of it.  He has not furnished Respondents

with documentation of these charges.  Dr. Paden is the only one treating him at present.
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Mike Magee.  Called by Claimant, Magee testified that he is a pharmacist and has

known Claimant for over 20 years.  They are friends; and before Claimant’s injury, they

bowled and played golf together every week.  Asked to  describe Claimant’s physical

condition both before and after his work-related injury, Magee responded:

Like I said, we played golf together for years and then after he hurt his back,
he was, he’d have problems every now and then, you know, his back’s
hurting, you know, and, of course, we would just rib him, you know, quit
complaining, keep playing, you know.  But he was having problems and then
that’s when he had to go to the doctor.  Because I do remember this, which
I have not even discussed with Marvin at all, but I do remember he had to go
to the doctor and a couple of times he had to miss because he was at the
doctor, and then he’d come back and he’d try to play and his back hurt.
Well, then on several occasions he would come in and he would be
complaining of his back hurting.  I said, “well, what are you doing, you’re not
supposed to be lifting; are you lifting things?”  And he’d say, well, “yeah, I
don’t have a choice.”  I said, “what do you mean, you don’t have a choice;
didn’t the doctor tell you not to?”  He said, “yeah, but if I don’t, I’m going to
lose my job.”  So he had to keep, he did what he had to do to keep his job,
which was lift things that were extremely too heavy, and I do remember on
one occasion when he moved an air conditioner and I was going, “dude,
that’s not acceptable, you can’t do that, you know,” but he said, “I don’t have
a choice.”

In Magee’s opinion, Claimant’s back condition has deteriorated since the 2005 accident.

He is Claimant’s pharmacist.  His testimony was that before the work-related injury,

Claimant did not require the medications he is currently taking to treat his back condition.

Bill Koop.  Called by Claimant, Koop testified that he is a neighbor of his and has

known him for 20 years.  He stated that Claimant did not appear to have any physical

problems before the 2005 injury.  Claimant during that time was able to work on his classic

cars.  He has not done so since then, and the cars have deteriorated as a result.  His

testimony was that Claimant presents as being in pain and having difficulty walking.  Koop

has not seen him getting ready to go golfing since he hurt his back.
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Anita Hall.  Called by Claimant, Hall testified that she has been with him for about

16 years.  She related that prior to his injury at Good Samaritan, “[h]e could do just about

anything and everything . . . [h]e golfed, he bowled, he’d done everything pretty much.”

Also, he fixed cars “[a] little bit.”  Since the injury, however, he has become “more . . .

withdrawn, more temperamental.”  He does not wish to go anywhere, but will attend yard

sales briefly.  Based on her observations of Claimant, she believes that he is in a lot of pain

because of his back, and does not think that he has ever been pain-free since the incident

at issue.  If he uses the riding lawnmower, he hurts for two to three days thereafter.  He

has only mowed the lawn once in 2013.  The mechanical chores around their house are

now handled by Helge Quizdorf, her ex-son-in-law.  He also (in conjunction with Hall’s

daughter) perform any lifting chores.  Claimant still does most of the driving on monthly

trips to Branson, Missouri; but on most trips, he has to stop the car, get out and stretch

while en route there.  Most of his waking hours are spent in his recliner.  Because he limps

more than he used to, and relies more on his cane now, she thinks that his condition is

worsening.  He is depressed because of this.

Testimony-Deposition

George Marvin Thompson.  Claimant was deposed on August 21, 2007 and April

17, 2013, and the transcript thereof, plus exhibits, were admitted as Claimant’s Exhibits 5

and 6, respectively.  In his 2007 deposition, he testified that prior to November 2005, he

was not able to work 40 hours a week; and during that period, he was paid benefits.  Since

November 2005, he has gone back to work 40 hours a week.  Shortly after going to work

at Good Samaritan, he was promoted from maintenance assistant to maintenance

supervisor; but he was demoted after the back injury.
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Claimant related that he is seeing Drs. Barrett-Tuck and Greaser.  Barrett-Tuck has

recommended that he undergo surgery, including a fusion and removal of bone spurs in

his lumbar spine.  Dr. Richardson recommended a fusion of L3-4 and L4-5.  Greaser has

been administering injections for pain, and they have helped temporarily.  He described

having pain and numbness in his lower extremities, with the left being worse than the right.

Claimant underwent physical therapy after his injury, but it did not help his condition.  He

last saw Dr. Elders, who is the company doctor, in August 2006.  At that time, he was

placed on a 25-pound lifting restriction.  Dr. Barrett-Tuck has him on the same restriction.

When asked about any pre-existing back problems, he responded:

Only at Good Samaritan.  I had a couple of incidents where I, we, once we
moved a piano and I had some sharp pain, so I filled out a[n] incident report
there.  And I helped pick up a couple of heavy residents, and I had some
lower pain then.

As reflected in his August 21, 2006 record with Dr. Elders, Claimant had been lifting air

conditioning equipment at Good Samaritan.  He lifted a heavy Christmas tree there in

December 2005.

In his 2013 deposition, Claimant testified that he never underwent treatment

following the piano incident, and his back pain subsided in two or three days.  He had a

similar experience after helping lift a heavy resident at Good Samaritan.  Claimant related

that at the time of his resignation from Good Samaritan, he was on light duty and under a

permanent 20-pound lifting restriction.  His duties that fit within that restriction included

painting, bussing tables, shredding paper, and answering the telephone.  He has stopped

seeing Dr. Barrett-Tuck because there is nothing she can do for him.  This is due to his

inability to undergo surgery on his back because of the aneurysm.
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Shown his resignation letter from Good Samaritan, Claimant did not recall writing

it.  But he identified the signature on it as being his.  The letter relates that he is resigning

because his supervisor informed him that he could not return to work without a release

from his physician, but the physician will not provide one.  But he testified that at the time

of his resignation, he was still working there.  Regardless, he did not try to obtain such a

release because Dr. Barrett-Tuck had been urging him to quit.

Claimant stated that on a “good day,” his pain is 4/10 to 8/10; and on a “bad day,”

it ranges from 6/10 to 10/10.  He described a “bad day” as one when “I can’t take enough

pain medication to get rid of the pain so I just have to suffer with it.”  While radiofrequency

helped with his pain, giving him relief for nine to ten months (as opposed to the eight he

cited in the hearing), the injections did not.  He added:  “[The injections provided] just

temporary help for a week or so and then it’d be back the same way it was.  Probably just

wasting my time down there and my money so I just did no more.”  The following exchange

took place:

Q. Okay, good.  Are there any treatments that you would like to have?

A. I would like to have the surgery but Dr. Tuck is afraid to do it, she’s
afraid of the aneurism.

Dr. Greaser discussed the implantation of a spinal stimulator, but the cost was prohibitive.

At first, Claimant stated that his aneurysm would not impede his ability to get a stimulator.

Later, however, he stated that if his aneurysm were not a factor, he might explore the

stimulator as a treatment option.  The only physician he is currently seeing for his back is

Dr. Paden.  He is prescribing Vicodin for the back pain.
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Rebecca Barrett-Tuck, M.D.  Dr. Barrett-Tuck was deposed on June 24, 2008 and

April 22, 2013, and the transcripts thereof, plus exhibits, were admitted as Joint Exhibit 1

and blue-backed, respectively.  She testified in the 2008 deposition that she is a

neurosurgeon.  Claimant first came to her in 2006 on a change of physician.  He related

that upon setting the television down on the ground, he had a sudden onset of back pain

radiating to his legs, with the left greater than the right.  His August 15, 2005 lumbar MRI

showed desiccation of the discs, a mild right-sided foraminal bulge at L4-5, and a small

annular tear.  He had very mild lateral recess narrowing as well.  Dr. Barrett-Tuck stated

that Claimant’s complaints did not comport with these findings; “You would think his

complaints would be more on the right.”  Her opinion at that point was as follows:

I did say at that time that I thought it would be reasonable to decompress the
lateral recesses at L4-L5, possibly to proceed with a fusion at L4-L5, possible
include L3-L4 as there appeared to maybe be some narrowing at that level
as well.

Approximately one year later, however, Claimant returned to her, and further studies

were conducted.  As a result, Dr. Barrett-Tuck “really wanted him to try to go on with

conservative treatment rather than the fusion.  That was still her opinion as of the time of

the 2008 deposition.  She added that while a fusion may eventually become necessary,

an Aspen posterior device might be of more benefit at the present.  The doctor testified

that this device is surgically implanted and “is a type of lumbar fusion.”  She commended

that it is “a better choice for someone with very large fluffy disc spaces like Mr. Thompson.”

That he still has a nice amount of disc height remaining “indicates a more healthy disc.”

However, he also has some stenosis.
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Asked if anything she has seen on any of his diagnostic films or tests that could be

related to his on-the-job injury in 2005, Dr. Barrett-Tuck replied:  “Well, that would be the

little annular tear that was noted and some of the disc protrusion that’s in the same area.”

She added that “there may have been some other internal disc disruption.”  While he has

disc bulging, she agreed that this could be pre-existing.  In correlating his symptoms with

the findings, she stated:

The disc bulge does bulge all the way across.  But, yes, with an annular tear
on the right, you would certainly expect is pain to be more on the right rather
than more on the left.  It had some in–on both sides, my understanding from
our patient.  But would expect it to be more on the side of the tear.

Dr. Barrett-Tuck nonetheless agreed that while is pain is related to arthritis, it was triggered

by his work-related injury in 2005.  She noted that he has multi-level degenerative disc and

facet joint disease.

Asked if she felt that Claimant, in the aftermath of his injury, could work in any

competitive work environment for eight hours a day, five days a week, the doctor

responded:  “No.  He’s had significant back pain since April of 2005.  That is not going to

change.  I think the best he can do is try to manage it by managing his lifestyle.”

In her 2013 deposition, Dr. Barrett-Tuck testified that she has not seen Claimant

since March 2011.  At that point, Claimant had decided not to undergo pain management

anymore because insurance would not cover it.  He expressed the intention of proceeding

with back surgery.  But because he had undergone surgical repair of an abdominal

aneurysm, he was to return to her in August 2011 after other treatment of the aneurysm

had taken place.  But Claimant never returned to her.  During their January 2011 visit,

Claimant told him that he needed to cease smoking before he can undergo fusion surgery
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because smoking makes it difficult for fusions to be successful.  But as of his last visit,

Claimant had not quit.  Also at the time of his January 2011 visit, Claimant told Dr. Barrett-

Tuck that he was not going to consider back surgery and instead would continue with

rhizotomy treatments by Dr. Greaser.  But she believed that he could not get coverage for

the rhizotomies.  As for his aneurysm, Dr. Barrett-Tuck stated that she has no idea whether

that condition would prevent Claimant from undergoing back surgery at this point; the

aneurysm surgeon was to answer that question but, again, Claimant never returned to her.

Claimant underwent a second lumbar MRI in 2007.  Dr. Barrett-Tuck testified that

it showed that Claimant’s discs and disc space looked pretty good.  As a result, she wrote

that she was not convinced that the disc is the cause of his back pain.  He did, however,

have facet changes and lateral recess stenosis–which the doctor added “did not appear

terrible.”  As a result, she “was hesitant to proceed with surgery for him” at that time.  While

she was not convinced that a posterior lumbar interbody fusion was appropriate, she felt

that a posterolateral fusion might be of help.  It would address the facet changes and

annular tear.

Dr. Barrett-Tuck noted:

As you can glean from the record, I discouraged him from having surgery for
years, and I tried to push him toward not having surgery because of my
concerns that it might not help him.  The findings are, I think, pretty mild and
so I’m not anxious to operate on him and I’ve encouraged him not to.  I have
told him I would not refuse and if the pain is so bad that he really wishes to
give it a chance, understanding that it, there is certainly a risk that it wouldn’t
help him, I would certainly consider, you know, proceeding with the surgery
and giving him that chance.  But I’m not anxious to provide surgery for him.
I would prefer that he would have been able to have the rhizotomies if that
helped him.
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She also noted that she was unsure if the surgery would help Claimant’s symptoms.

Asked if the major cause of such a surgery would be his disc injury or degenerative

changes, she responded:

I think it’s a combination.  You know, according to the patient, his symptoms
began at the time of the lifting, which we have to assume is the time of the
annular tear and the disc bulging.  So according, historically, that’s when his
symptoms began.

The following exchange occurred:

Q. Is there anything to indicate that the annular tear is causing the
symptoms that he’s complaining of other than by history?

A. No.

. . .

Q. His situation seem to be much more complicated.

A. Right.  The findings are relatively mild and mixed with some
degenerative changes.  It’s annular tears that may or may not fit his
symptoms and it’s just not very clear cut.

The doctor described his problem as being lateral recess stenosis.  She stated that this is

“a combination of the bulging disc with some facet overgrowth and intrusion,” with the latter

being a degenerative process.  Barrett-Tuck’s opinion was that per Claimant’s history, the

major cause of his need for such surgery would be the disc protrusion.  She added that

were back surgery to be considered at this point, Claimant would need another MRI first

to see if such a procedure was indicated.

The doctor assigned Claimant a ten percent (10%) impairment rating in connection

with his back injury.  She stated that she used the AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

GUIDES TO THE EVALUATION OF PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT (4th ed. 1993) (hereinafter “AMA

Guides”) in making this assignment.  While she admitted that her written opinion does not
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cite where she came up with this number, she reiterated that it came from the Guides and

that the basis for it “would be in relation to the disc injury as documented by the annular

tears.”

Medical Exhibits

The medical records of Claimant that are in evidence, and which are contained in

Claimant’s Exhibits 3-4 and Respondents No. 1 Exhibits 1-3, reflect the following:

Claimant presented to Dr. Elders on April 13, 2005 with back pain that shoots to the

left toe.  He related that when lifting a television out of vehicle that day, he twisted and felt

immediate pain and spasm.  Elders found a left side paraspinous spasm going up to lower

thoracic and down to the sacroiliac on the left.  Loss of lumbar curvature was noted as well.

X-rays showed “old appearing degenerative spurring on L3-L4 and laterally, as well.”  The

doctor noted only degenerative findings.  On April 15, 2005, Dr. Elders gave Claimant

restrictions of no prolonged standing and no lifting or stooping, and ordered a nerve

conduction study and a lumbar CT because of continuing and worsening discomfort.  The

study showed evidence of left L5 and S1 radiculopathy.  The April 19, 2004 CT scan

showed

Diffuse degenerative change including anterior spurring, ligamentum flavum,
and facet changes.  This is probably most prominent at L3-L4.  L3-L4 and
L4-L5 demonstrate some concentric degenerative disc bulging, causing a
minimal relative stenosis.  Changes are primarily degenerative without a
large significant focus of acute soft disc herniation without compressive
fracture.

Elders on May 6, 2005 noted that while the nerve conduction study showed left

radiculopathy, the lumbar CT scan reflected “several segments of degenerative discs but

no true stenosis.”  He continued the restrictions of no lifting more than 10 pounds and no
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standing longer than 20 minutes.  On May 20, 2005, Dr. Elders wrote:  “I suspect he’s had

a little degenerative disease that finally was aggravated by the recent injury at work.”  The

doctor recommended an epidural steroid injection and continued physical therapy.  He

opined that the injection was needed as a direct result of the work-related injury and that

Claimant’s condition was due to “[t]he injury aggravat[ing] a previously unknown

degenerative condition.”  On June 10, 2005, Claimant reported that his back was gradually

improving and that the therapy was helping.  The epidural steroid injection was

administered, and the restrictions were relaxed to 20 pounds’ lifting and 30 minutes’

standing.  On June 20, 2005, Claimant reported that the first injection did not make much

difference.  Another injection was ordered, and Dr. Elders added:  “Next step will be spinal

surgery consultation.”  He assessed Claimant as having “Degenerative disc disease and

lumbar injury superimposed.”  The second injection took place on July 18, 2005.  Elders

referred Claimant to a spinal surgeon, Dr. Brent Sprinkle, on July 19, 2005.

In his visit to Sprinkle on August 8, 2005, Claimant rated his lower back pain as 8/10

and stated that while he had slight improvement as a result of physical therapy, the

epidural steroid injections made his condition worse.  Sprinkle prescribed Neurontin and

ordered a lumbar MRI.  The MRI, conducted on August 15, 2005, showed a “mild right-

sided foraminal bulge . . . with a tiny annular tear” at L4-5.  A nerve conduction study on

August 29, 2005 showed no clear evidence of radiculopathy.  Sprinkle increased

Claimant’s Neurontin dosage and recommended a CT myelogram.  The myelogram,

conducted on September 22, 2005, showed a trace broad-based disc bulge at L4-5.  The

CT had a similar finding.  Dr. Sprinkle wrote that Claimant “still has a small annular tear at

L4-5 on the MRI scan, but nothing to justify surgery.”  He recommended a nerve root block.
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On October 28, 2005, Dr. Kenneth Rosenzweig performed the L4 nerve block.  But

on November 8, 2005, Claimant told Dr. Sprinkle that the procedure did not help.  The

doctor wrote:

He did try Lyrica, Ultram, pain medicines, physical therapy, anti-
inflammatories, anti-epileptic drugs, and injections with no benefit.  He has
had an MRI, a myelogram, and an EMG that did not show clear evidence of
a radiculopathy.

Sprinkle opined:

IMPRESSION:
1. Lumbar degenerative disc disease, which is preexisting.
2. Small annular tear.  This could have been part of his symptoms,

however since he got no response to the injections I doubt this is a
significant contributor to his pain.  Therefore, I do not think it would
support an impairment rating.

PLAN:
1. He has a 0% permanent impairment rating.
2. He has maximized all nonoperative treatment options.
3. I do not think he is a good candidate for surgery.
4. He is at maximum medical improvement.
5. If the trigger point injection proves to be beneficial we could do up to

2 additional.  If that is the case I will contact his case manager and
notify her of that.

6. He can return to work at full duty.

Claimant returned to Dr. Elders on December 23, 2005 and reported that he hurt his

back at Good Samaritan when moving a large Christmas tree.  The doctor noted “some

loss of lumbar lordosis,” but added that “[t]here is no lumbar spasm.”  He diagnosed

Claimant as having degenerative lumbar disc disease and added that with such a

condition, “he probably should not have been lifting a Christmas tree with hyperextension

motion necessary to do that particular job.”  According to Dr. Elders, Claimant told him that

he “got crossways” with Dr. Sprinkle.  But the nurse case manager stated that Claimant did
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not tell her about such a conflict.  Elders wrote:  “His case continues to not add up

properly.”

Dr. Paden referred Claimant to Dr. Travis Richardson.  After examining him on May

10, 2006 and reviewing his records, Richardson wrote:

RADIOLOGICAL DATA:  A CT was reviewed today and essentially the CT
showed that the patient had L4-5 stenosis, as well as L3-4 stenosis.  His L4-
5 was worse and it was stenosed in the lateral recess, as well as centrally
and at the L3-4 it was mostly lateral recess.  He did have degenerative facet
disease at the L4-5 and he also had degenerative disc disease with some
decrease in height.

ASSESSMENT/PLAN:  This is a patient that is having problems at work and
is having difficulty working over one hour.  He does have a clear radicular
sign when he works.  He does have decreased sensory today.  He has had
three epidural steroid injections in the past, two at Baxter Regional and one
in Little Rock.  He has had trigger point injections, pain pills, and physical
therapy for at least ten weeks, as well as having rest and time and he has
failed them all.  I believe at this particular point this patient is having a true
radicular pain and I also believe that this patient has spinal stenosis.  I
cannot be completely sure that all of this pain would be from his original fall
[sic], but I do believe it was probably exasperated by his original fall [sic].  I
would recommend at this particular point based on his stenotic findings I see
at 3-4 and 4-5 that he proceed for a laminectomy, decompression and
posterior spine fusion from L3-L5 due to the fact that he has failed any other
conservative measures that there is possible at this time.

In a letter to Dr. Paden, Richardson added that if Claimant does not want to entertain

surgery, “I would let him do his activities as tolerated and return to work.”

Claimant first went to Dr. Barrett-Tuck on July 24, 2006, and related that

conservative treatment of his back–including injections–had not helped.  He complained

of radicular pain down the left leg, and numbness in the left big toe.  She read his MRI to

show some desiccation of the L4-5 disc, but added that the disc height is “very well

maintained.”  The MRI also showed a mild right-sided foraminal bulge and a small annular

tear.  His complaints indicated that his pain was coming from L5.  Dr. Barrett-Tuck wrote
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that Claimant “has failed conservative treatment” and that “it would be very reasonable to

proceed with lateral recess decompression bilaterally at L4-L5 and fusion at least at L4-L5.

She felt that it would be reasonable to perform these procedures at L3-4 as well because

of the abnormalities found there.

Dr. Elders saw Claimant again on August 21, 2006 and wrote in pertinent part:

This gentleman probably should not be doing any lifting more than 20
pounds indefinitely, until cleared by his neurosurgeon/orthopedic back
surgeons.  He is advised that smoking will aggravate chronic back pain . . .
Basis opinion on Marvin is that he has a chronic back pain problem, not
directly related to work injury.  He has an acute strain exacerbated by work.
We have had some verification issues in the past.  I do not see anything new
to be concerned about today.

On September 5, 2006, Dr. Elders wrote:

Here for reck [sic] on sciatica which is going down both legs now.  This is a
change from his recent strain . . . He is on chronic narcotics.  The Flexeril
does not help . . . He walks with a limp today and gets up out of the chair
reasonably quick for a 57-year-old.

IMPRESSION/PLAN:

1.  Degenerative disc disease.  He strongly feels that this is related to his 18
years of work at Good Sam, but he is not able to make a statement that he
has never strained his back at all anywhere else, say at home.  He is advised
that this usually takes some matter of arbitration or legal debate to come to
an agreement as to what percentage might be related to WC.  At any rate,
given the scanty information I have, I would defer any long term limitation to
his back surgeon, but give a interim rating of 20# lift restriction until that
piece of information can be obtained.  I see no real reason for him to follow
up in my office for the back problem and I try to explain to him how the WC
coverage works.  I state I cannot discern and cannot make a statement that
his back injury and degenerative disc disease are entirely due to his work at
Good Sam.

On October 3, 2006, Claimant underwent an evaluation by Dr. Eric Akin.  He made

the following findings:
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All of these findings on the imaging studies are indicative of degenerative
changes of the spine.  There is no evidence of acute trauma such as a
fracture or dislocation.  There are no findings that I could directly attribute to
the injury on April 13th.

. . .

The disc protrusion at L4-5 does not correlate with the patient’s left sided
complaints.  In fact, I cannot explain any of the patient’s lower extremity
symptoms based on the MRI alone.

. . .

Mr. Thompson’s diagnosis is lumbar sprain and lumbar degenerative
disease.  The lumbar sprain would be the result of a work incident described
above, but not necessarily the lumbar degenerative disease.

. . .

I am not certain that a lumbar discectomy and decompression is absolutely
necessary.  I think that the prospects for success with this surgery are not
favorable.  I do not think that a laminectomy and decompression is
necessary, as I do not see any significant neural compression and the
myelogram did not show evidence of severe nerve root compression.  Before
entertaining the idea of a fusion, I would like to at least have a discogram for
some evidence of concordant pain in the lower lumbar area.  A lumbar fusion
could be considered if he did have concordant pain.  This surgery would be
necessary because of a degenerative condition.

. . .

I could not say that the April 13, 2005 injury is the major cause of Mr.
Thompson’s need for surgery.  In fact, I am not certain that he even needs
surgery with the current information given.

. . .

The April 13th injury may be the major cause of his current condition.  He did
have some pre-existing degenerative disc disease, but the injury may have
exacerbated that problem and cause him to have chronic back pain.

Mr. Thompson is likely at Maximum Medical Improvement with the treatment
that he has received so far.  He is already working and I feel that he is able
to work.  As to what his restrictions might be, this would best be determined
by a Functional Capacity Evaluation.
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Claimant returned to Dr. Barrett-Tuck on May 14, 2007.  She wanted an updated

MRI.  This occurred on June 20, 2007, and reflected degenerative disc disease and a very

slight annular bulge at L4-5.  The doctor reviewed the MRI and wrote:

Mr. George Thompson returns for follow-up today.  At the time of my last visit
with Mr. Thompson, he had suffered markedly increased low back pain.  I
have not seen him in about two years.  The MRI from two years ago had
indicated some degenerative disk changes, and it was felt that in all
likelihood at this time he was suffering progressive degenerative disk
problems and would require posterior lumbar interbody fusion.  In
anticipation of that, he has very nearly stopped smoking and indicates that
in general he feels more energetic and feels better overall.  The new MRI of
the lumbar spine today, however, shows really very little degenerative
changes involving that L4-L5 disk.  I do not have the old MRI.  It may be that
the old MRI was not as good a quality as the current MRI, but regardless I
am not convinced that this disk is the cause of Mr. Thompson’s severe back
pain.  The disk space is very large.  No degenerative endplate changes are
noted.  He does, however, have severe facet disease at L4-L5 and some
degree of lateral stenosis even though it is quite mild.  The L3-4 level looks
good  I have once again reviewed these results with Mr. Thompson.  Of
course, he is anxious to get relief of his back pain, but at this point I am not
convinced by any means that a posterior lumbar interbody fusion is the right
answer for him.  I have discussed his case with Dr. Greaser.  Mos likely, Dr.
Greaser is going to try some facet blocks.  Depending on the response to
those, he may at some point look at diskograms versus epidural steroid
injections or spinal stimulation.  I have indicated to Mr. Thompson that it
certainly may be a lateral recess decompression would be appropriate.  It
may be that if we carry out a lateral recess decompression, a posterolateral
simple onlay fusion would help Mr. Thompson.

He was evaluated for pain management by Dr. Greaser on June 22, 2007 and was

assessed as having lumbar disc degeneration, lumbar spondylosis and lumbar

radiculopathy.  Greaser scheduled him to undergo bilateral L4-5 and L5-S1 lumbar facet

joint procedures.  These injections took place on June 27, 2007, July 12, 2007, and July

18, 2007.
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Dr. Barrett-Tuck saw Claimant on July 6, 2007 and wrote:

Mr. George Thompson returns today for follow-up.  He is still having a lot of
back pain.  He reports shooting type pain down both legs.  He did have facet
blocks by Dr. Greaser and does report that for a number of hours after the
block he was quite comfortable; however, by the end of the day, he as
beginning to again have shooting pain in his legs.  Again, he does have
some mild lateral recess stenosis at L4-L5.  His disks, however, really look
quite good.  Facet joints at L4-L5 were degenerated and may represent the
origin of his pain.  After seeing the MRI, I was not convinced that a posterior
lumbar interbody fusion was appropriate.  It may be that a posterolateral
fusion would help him in association with lateral recess decompression.  I
have discussed with Mr. Thompson the fact that his MRI actually does not
look as bad as I expected and that if we do decide to proceed to surgery at
some point in the near future, he must understand that there is a significant
risk that surgery would not benefit him as much as he would like.  I would,
therefore, like for him to go ahead and work with Dr. Greaser for a bit of time
and see how he does with the facet blocks and possibly undergo a
diskogram to see if the disk is part of the pain generator or if only the facets
are pain generations.  He seems to understand, although he also seems to
be very anxious just to proceed on to surgery.

On August 20, 2007, Claimant rated his back pain at 5/10, and reported that he had

pain relief as a result of the injections.  Dr. Greaser recommended a percutaneous lumbar

discography procedure at L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1; and bilateral L4, L5 and S1 dorsal root

ganglion pulsed radiofrequency procedures.  Dr. Barrett-Tuck on August 20, 2007

continued Claimant on light duty with a 25-pound lifting restriction.  Claimant underwent the

discograms on September 5, 2007.  The post-discogram lumbar CT showed a large

annular tear at L4-5, along with a bulging annulus.

On September 17, 2007, Claimant went back to Dr. Barrett-Tuck.  She wrote:

George Thompson returns tody for follow-up.  Mr. Thompson underwent
diskography by Dr. Greaser yesterday.  Apparently, pain concordance was
strongly positive at L4-L5 and L5-S1; however, L3-L4 also was positive even
though much more weakly positive.  Mr. Thompson has undergone an MRI
of the lumbar spine, which really shows fairly minimal abnormalities.  The
disk space heights are very well maintained.  The 4-5 disk is a bit dark, 3-4
looks pretty normal, and 4-5 shows minimal degenerative changes.  Endplate
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changes are not remarkable at any of the levels.  I am certainly concerned
about performing fusions on disk spaces that have an almost normal
appearance.  I would have been more comfortable fusing a single disk space
level particularly if the concordance had been strong at 4-5, which does show
some minor lateral recess narrowing; however, with all three levels showing
some degree of positivity, I fear that our results might not be as good as we
would hope for.  Mr. Thompson did respond very well to medial branch
blocks by Dr. Greaser; however, the relief was only short-lived.

. . . 

I have discussed Mr. Thompson’s case in detail with Dr. Greaser today.  He
suggested that we might try a radiofrequency procedure involving the medial
branches of L3, L4, L5, and S1.  If he is able to get long term results as good
as the short term results were with the blocks, then Mr. Thompson may be
very happy without proceeding to a more extensive procedure.  In the
meantime, I am going to ask for a second opinion by Dr. Pait at UAMS.  If Dr.
Pait feels that interbody fusion at 4-5 and 5-1 is reasonable, I will proceed in
that direction.  If on the other hand he feels that something much more
extensive would be needed, I will ask that he have that done at the
university.  It is also possible that Dr. Pait may feel that at this time we are
best to defer surgical intervention and follow Mr. Thompson a bit longer with
other treatment options.  If will see Mr. Thompson back after we see how he
fares with Dr. Greaser’s treatment as well as after we see what Dr. Pait
recommends.

Claimant underwent left L2, L3, L4, L5 and S1 medial branch radiofrequency

denervation procedures on September 28, 2007.  Through his girlfriend, he requested “a

couple weeks off work” on October 1, 2007.  However, Dr. Greaser that day wrote that

Claimant could return to work with no restrictions.  On October 9, 2007, he reported having

relief and moderate physical functional status.  Greaser on October 9, 2007 wrote that

Claimant could return to work on October 30, 2007 at light duty.  The radiofrequency

procedures were performed at the same levels on the right on October 24, 2007.  On

October 29, 2007, Claimant reported that the radiofrequency procedures gave him relief

and moderate physical functional status.  Dr. Greaser wrote that spinal cord stimulation

therapy should be considered, and released Claimant to light duty–but no work until
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January 14, 2008 if light duty was not available.  The radiofrequency procedures were

repeated on the right on November 29, 2007.  Claimant reported pain that day of 7/10 after

driving, and expressed the desire to undergo spinal cord stimulation therapy.

Dr. Glenn Pait evaluated Claimant on January 10, 2008.  He presented with pain of

5/10 and persistent leg numbness that causes his legs to buckle on occasion.  He wrote:

Based only on his records, I would recommend another evaluation with the
pain specialists.  If he does not improve with further management, surgical
interventions are certainly an option.  Because of his abdominal aortic
aneurysm a posterior approach to the lumbosacral spine will be needed.
The L4-L5 level appears to generate more mischief than the L5-S1 level,
however, the L5-S1 level demonstrates a synovial cyst, which may indicate
facet disease.  Mild thickening of the ligamentum flavum is present.  Based
upon the synovial cyst, one would strongly consider inclusion into any
surgical therapies at the L5-S1 level.  I have discussed with Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson there is no guarantee in regards to alleviation of all of his pain
regardless of what therapies are followed.  Surgery certainly does not
guarantee total resolution of his pain.  I have also discussed with him the
mechanical changes that may well occur to an adjacent level.  An L4-L5
interbody fusion certainly is a consideration and, based upon what I see and
his examination, particularly with pain radiating to the heels, the L5-S1
interspace would strongly be considered as an inclusion into the interbody
fusion.  I have discussed with them that I would be happy to review his
studies if they are available.  The above is made totally on the written record.

Dr. Barrett-Tuck on January 22, 2008, took Claimant off work for six weeks and

wrote, “I think he may need to simply look at retiring.”  On March 11, 2008, she wrote:  “Will

not be able to return to work.”  When Claimant went back to Barrett-Tuck on May 14, 2008,

he reported that his pain was stable and perhaps a bit better.  Because of his lack of

insurance coverage, he put off the plan for the spinal cord stimulator.  She added that the

Aspen posterior fusion device will be a good option for Claimant if his pain persists, and

recommended a follow-up MRI.  On September 16, 2008, he told Dr. Barrett-Tuck that he
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is walking on a daily basis, has gained about 10 pounds, and that his pain is unchanged.

She wrote:

He is still considering the possibility of a fusion in the future, but as it stands
now he does not have any insurance to cover surgical intervention.  I have
recommended a 10% impairment rating to the body as a whole in relation to
the lifting injury that occurred several years ago when he was lifting the air
conditioning unit.  He has disc bulges with resultant lateral recess stenosis
that we have discussed the possibility of a posterior fusion and clamping for
treatment.  He has also considered a spinal cord stimulator.

That same day, she signed a pre-printed statement (and filled in the 10 in assigning a

percentage rating) that reads:

George Marvin Thompson is a patient of mine.  It is my belief within a
reasonable degree of medical certainty that Mr. Thompson has been
rendered permanently and totally disabled as a result of the injury to his
lower back that he sustained while employed at Good Samaritan.  Mr.
Thompson was injured as he was unloading a big screen from a pick-up
truck and pulled his back on April 13, 2005.

It is my opinion that Mr. Thompson is entitled to an impairment rating of 10%
as a result of his injury to his lower back.

Claimant underwent a lumbar CT scan on August 16, 2010.  This reflected broad-

based disc bulges at L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1.  The last one was noted to be “insignificant.”

At L4-5, he was also noted to have moderate central stenosis and moderate to severe

foraminal stenosis bilaterally due to the bulge, ligamentum flavum thickening and

tremendous facet hypertrophic change.  Dr. Joe Tullis, who read the scan, wrote that the

stenosis was not critical but that “the foraminal stenosis certainly appears prominent

enough to be symptomatic.”  Dr. Paden prescribed Claimant Lortab.

When Claimant went back to Dr. Barrett-Tuck on January 25, 2011, he reported that

the rhizotomies gave him relief for about one year.  She wrote that while decompression

and interbody fusion were a consideration, conservative treatment was a better option in
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light of his aneurysm and smoking.  Claimant was very interested in treating with Greaser

again.  A lumbar MRI on February 8, 2011 showed a degenerative disc at L4-5 with bulging

disc material that is slightly asymmetric toward the right.  Dr. Barrett-Tuck wrote on March

8, 2011:

George Thompson comes in today for follow-up.  He did not have his pain
management appointment.  He reports that his insurance will no longer cover
it and he has decided he prefers to simply proceed with surgical intervention
in hopes for a more permanent fix for his back.  I have reviewed [h]is new
films.  He does have facet thickening at L4-L5 with some narrowing of the
lateral recesses.  I would recommend for him lateral recess decompression,
facet fusion, and Aspen clamp with posterior fusion.  He is in agreement with
this plan; however, he indicates it seems his abdominal aortic aneurysm
repair continues to leak.  He is to follow up with his surgeon this summer.  If
it continues to leak, apparently he will be looking at a repair.  I really don’t
think we should plan surgical intervention for his lumbar spine until we are
sure that that abdominal aortic aneurysm is stable and he has been cleared
for surgery.  He has continued to try to taper down on his tobacco.  We
would also like to see him off cigarettes before undergoing fusion.  He is in
agreement.  I will plan to see him back near the end of August.  He is
supposed to see his vascular surgeon near the first of August.

On November 3, 2011, Dr. Greaser performed transforaminal left epidural

corticosteroid injections at L3-4, L4-5, L5-S1 and at S1.  He reported improvement to

Greaser on November 17, 2011.  X-rays on January 16, 2012 showed large anterior bony

spurs at L3-4.

Nonmedical Exhibits

The nonmedical records that are in evidence, and which are contained in Claimant’s

Exhibit 6 and Respondents No. 1 Exhibits 1, reflect the following:

Bob White, MSE, conducted a vocational evaluation of Claimant.  His February 16,

2008 report reads in pertinent part:

For obvious reasons George Thompson states he has tried to keep his job
and continue working as he recognizes that once he leaves, income,
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insurance, retirement all come into question.  He also states his doctor,
Rebecca Barrett-Tuck has encouraged him to leave for health reasons and
possible further continued deterioration of his spinal problems related to
returning to work.

I have stated to George that I always encourage any individual to work as
long as possible however, there comes a time when you must weigh
continued employment against health issues and make a decision as to what
is in your best interest in terms of quality of life issues.

I do not have the answer to those questions–they must be decided between
Mr. Thompson and his treating physician.

George is to meet with his doctors in early march and by report the issue of
continuing in his job will be a major topic discussed and to my understanding
decided.

Vocationally, if George and his doctor determine he should not continue in
his job I have nothing to offer him from the standpoint of employment or
related options.

At age 58, with a 10th grade education, working in the area of painting and
carpentry with light duty afforded him with his employer, if he cannot continue
in this work, the combination of factors cited above will eliminate him from all
jobs for which he might otherwise be qualified.

Claimant signed a resignation letter that reads:

AS OF THIS DATE (3-12-08) I REGRETTFULLY [SIC] FEEL THE
NECESSITY TO RESIGN MY POSITION FROM THE MTN. HOME GOOD
SAMARITAN VILLAGE I HAVE BEEN WITH THE FACILITY FOR 19 YEARS
IN THE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT.  DUE TO CONTINUAL BACK
PROBLEMS FOR COMING UP ON 3 YEARS NOW IN APRIL WITH WT.
RESTRICTIONS AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE THE LAST TIME BEING FOR
6 WEEKS.  MY SUPERVISOR INFORMED ME THAT I COULD NOT
RETURN TO WORK WITHOUT A RELEASE FROM MY MD. THAT WILL
NOT RELEASE ME TO RETURN TO WORK, SO I FEEL THAT I MUST
TERMINATE MY POSITION.
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ADJUDICATION

A. Whether the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

As stated above, Claimant filed on April 11, 2013 a “Motion to Recuse and Notice

of Intent to Introduce Evidence at Hearing,” along with correspondence and numerous

attachments.  Therein, he argued, inter alia, that the provisions of the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Act (the “Act”) that provide for the establishment of administrative law

judges are unconstitutional.  Respondents No. 1 have argued that this motion is frivolous.

The points raised in Claimant’s motion are identical to those considered and

rejected by the Arkansas Court of Appeals in Long v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 98 Ark. App.

70, 250 S.W.3d 263 (2007), pet. for rev. denied, No. O7-268 (Ark. May 3, 2007), and its

ever-increasing progeny.  Claimant has not sought to distinguish Long or to argue that it

should be modified or overruled.  Hence, the Act is constitutional, and Claimant’s motion

is denied.

B. Whether the medical treatment that Claimant has received after controversion by
Respondents No. 1 has been reasonable and necessary.

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) (Supp. 2011) states that an

employer shall provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be

necessary in connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

v. Brown, 82 Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for

such treatment and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s

injuries.  DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant

must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.
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v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  The standard “preponderance of the

evidence” means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v.

Hoffman, 2009 Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415; Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark.

491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947).  What constitutes reasonable and necessary medical

treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated Indus. v. Galloway,

74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones, 73 Ark. App. 158, 40

S.W.3d 333 (2001).

A claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  Nix v. Wilson World

Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).  The determination of a witness’

credibility and how much weight to accord to that person’s testimony are solely up to the

Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72 Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).

The Commission must sort through conflicting evidence and determine the true facts.  Id.

In so doing, the Commission is not required to believe the testimony of the claimant or any

other witness, but may accept and translate into findings of fact only those portions of the

testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

Claimant’s testimony was that Respondents No. 1 ceased paying for his treatment

once Dr. Sprinkle released him.  Per the medical records discussed above, this release

took place on November 8, 2005.  Thereafter, as reflected by those records, he has

undergone additional diagnostic testing and treatment of his lumbar spine that included

pain management.  As the parties have stipulated, and I have accepted, Claimant did not

reach the end of his healing period until September 16, 2008–nearly three years after the

time of controversion.
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As the Arkansas Court of Appeals has held, a claimant may be entitled to additional

treatment even after the healing period has ended, if said treatment is geared toward

management of the injury.  See Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230, 184

S.W.3d 31 (2004); Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d 845

(1983).  Such services can include those for the purpose of diagnosing the nature and

extent of the compensable injury; reducing or alleviating symptoms resulting from the

compensable injury; maintaining the level of healing achieved; or preventing further

deterioration of the damage produced by the compensable injury.  Jordan v. Tyson Foods,

Inc., 51 Ark. App. 100, 911 S.W.2d 593 (1995); Artex, supra.

After consideration of the evidence, I find that Claimant has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that all of the treatment of his lower back that is in evidence

was reasonable and necessary.  Drs. Akin, Barrett-Tuck, Elders and Richardson have

opined that while Claimant clearly has degenerative findings in his lumbar spine, the work-

related incident of April 13, 2005 aggravated or exacerbated that condition.  I credit this.

The Commission is authorized to accept or reject a medical opinion and is authorized to

determine its medical soundness and probative value.  Poulan Weed Eater v. Marshall, 79

Ark. App. 129, 84 S.W.3d 878 (2002); Green Bay Packing v. Bartlett, 67 Ark. App. 332,

999 S.W.2d 692 (1999).

Under the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act, the employer takes the employee

as the employer finds her, and employment circumstances that aggravate pre-existing

conditions are compensable.  Nashville Livestock Comm. v. Cox, 302 Ark. 69, 787 S.W.2d

64 (1990).  A pre-existing infirmity does not disqualify a claim if the employment

aggravated, accelerated, or combined with the infirmity to produce the disability for which
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compensation is sought.  St. Vincent Med. Ctr. v. Brown, 53 Ark. App. 30, 917 S.W.2d 550

(1996).

The evidence before me preponderates that all of the treatment of Claimant’s lower

back is causally related to the television-lifting incident in April 2005.  Hence, he has

established his entitlement to such treatment.

C. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

Claimant has also asked that he be awarded additional treatment of his

compensable injury.  At the hearing, he testified that he still would like to undergo surgical

repair of his lower back.  But he also admitted that this could not proceed because his

abdominal aneurysm is still leaking.  When Dr. Barrett-Tuck last saw him, she wrote that

surgery could not take place unless the aneurysm was “stable.”  The evidence does not

show this to be the case.  Claimant was to get clearance from his vascular surgeon before

returning to Barrett-Tuck.  Nothing before me shows that this happened.  Consequently,

surgery at this point could not proceed–notwithstanding Dr. Pait’s opinion that it could be

done posteriorly.  Moreover, Dr. Barrett-Tuck has always been skeptical of the efficacy of

surgery in Claimant’s case, and has both written and testified concerning her preference

that he continue instead with conservative treatment.  This has been documented

extensively above.  I credit her opinion on this matter and find that while Claimant has not

proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to surgery on his lower back,

he has established that he is entitled to additional pain management of his lower back, to

include prescription medication and rhizotomies.  See Patchell and Artex Hydrophonics,
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supra.  Both have been shown to be reasonable, necessary, and causally related to his

compensable lower back injury of April 13, 2005.

D. Whether Claimant is entitled to an impairment rating, and attendant permanent
partial disability benefits, in connection with his lower back injury.

Permanent impairment, generally a medical condition, is any permanent functional

or anatomical loss remaining after the healing period has been reached.  Ouachita Marine

v. Morrison, 246 Ark. 882, 440 S.W.2d 216 (1969).  Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

522(g) (Repl. 2002), the Commission adopted the AMA Guides as an impairment rating

guide.  See AWCC R. 099.34.  A determination of the existence or extent of physical

impairment must be supported by objective and measurable physical or mental findings.

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704(c)(1)(B) (Repl. 2002).  “Objective findings” are “those findings

which cannot come under the voluntary control of the patient.”  Id. § 11-9-102(16)(A)(i).

Permanent benefits are to be awarded only following a determination that the compensable

injury is the major cause of the disability or impairment.  Id. § 11-9-102(4)(F)(ii)(a).  “Major

cause” is defined as “more than fifty percent (50%) of the cause,” and a finding of major

cause must be established by a preponderance of the evidence.  Id. § 11-9-102(14).  Any

medical opinion must be stated within a reasonable degree of medical certainty.  Id. §

11-9-102(16)(B).

In Jones v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 100 Ark. App. 17, 262 S.W.3d 630 (2007), the

Arkansas Court of Appeals held that the Commission has the authority to assess its own

impairment rating in the absence of a physician-assigned impairment rating.  See also

Johnson v. General Dynamics, 46 Ark. App. 188, 878 S.W.2d 411 (1994) and Polk County

v. Jones, 74 Ark. App. 159, 47 S.W.3d 904 (2001).
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As discussed above, Dr. Barrett-Tuck assigned Claimant a rating of ten percent

(10%) to the body as a whole.  She stated that she utilized the AMA Guides in making this

assignment, and that the bases for it are his annular tears.

In Coleman v. Pro Transportation, 2006 AWCC 48, Claim No. F210837 (Full

Commission Opinion filed March 14, 2006), rev’d on other grounds, 97 Ark. App. 338, 249

S.W.3d 149 (2007), the Commission wrote:

Even if the compensable injury was the major cause of the degenerative
bulging and annular tear, there is no provision in the Guides for assigning
permanent impairment based on an annular tear.  Moreover, the
Commission in previous cases has cited expert medical testimony indicating
that an annular tear cannot form the basis for an impairment rating pursuant
to the Guides.

(Citations omitted).  As alluded to above, the Arkansas Court of Appeals reversed, finding

that Claimant was entitled to a lumbar rating.  Coleman v. Pro Transportation, 97 Ark. App.

338, 249 S.W.3d 149 (2007).  In so doing, however, the court did not reject the

Commission’s holding that, standing alone, an annular tear cannot form the basis for a

rating.  Rather, the court credited the testimony of the opining physician that spondylosis

(along with subjective findings, which the court stated were insufficient by themselves to

support a rating) was present as well.  Thus, the Court of Appeals’ decision in Coleman is

distinguishable from the case at hand.  Claimant’s annular tear alone does not permit the

awarding of an impairment rating, and permanent partial disability benefits therefor.  But

see Dokes v. Smart Style, 2012 Ark. App. 696, ___ S.W.3d ___ (“Appellant must prove

that the annular tear resulted from the compensable injury before she is entitled to an

impairment rating resulting from that tear . . . .”)  Thus, I cannot credit Dr. Barrett-Tuck’s

finding on this matter.
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But Claimant also suffered what his 2005 MRI report described as a “mild right-sided

foraminal bulge” at L4-5.  The CT scan that year documented it as a “small broad-based

disc bulge.”  The 2007 MRI reflected a “very slight annular bulge” at this level.  The 2010

CT scan and the 2011 MRI documented the bulge as well.  I credit Dr. Barrett-Tuck’s

finding that this bulge was caused at least in part by his work-related injury on April 13,

2005.

After consideration of the evidence, I further find that such preponderates that

Claimant is entitled to a five percent (5%) rating under Table 75, Disorder II(B), for a disc

lesion that is “[u]noperated on, stable, with medically documented injury, pain, and rigidity

associated with none to minimal degenerative changes on structural tests such as . . .

magnetic resonance imaging.”  (Emphasis in original)  See Leach v. Cooper Tire & Rubber

Co., 2011 AWCC 130, Claim No. F702952 (Full Commission Opinion on Remand filed

December 1, 2011).  In making this award, I find that Claimant’s compensable back injury

is the major cause of his impairment.

E. Whether Claimant is permanently and totally disabled.

Claimant has contended that as a result of his compensable lower back injury, he

is permanently and totally disabled.  Respondents No. 1 have argued otherwise.

As the parties stipulated, and the record reflects, the accident of April 13, 2005

resulted in compensable injuries to Claimant’s lower back.  This injury is unscheduled.  Cf.

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-521 (Repl. 2002).  The term “permanent total disability” is defined

in the statute as “inability, because of compensable injury or occupational disease, to earn

any meaningful wages in the same or other employment.”  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-519(e)(1)

(Repl. 2002).
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Claimant’s entitlement to wage loss disability benefits is controlled by § 11-9-

522(b)(1) (Repl. 2002), which states:

In considering claims for permanent partial disability benefits in excess of the
employee’s percentage of permanent physical impairment, the Workers’
Compensation Commission may take into account, in addition to the
percentage of permanent physical impairment, such factors as the
employee’s age, education, work experience, and other matters reasonably
expected to affect his or her future earning capacity.

See Curry v. Franklin Elec., 32 Ark. App. 168, 798 S.W.2d 130 (1990).  Such “other

matters” include motivation, post-injury income, credibility, demeanor, and a multitude of

other factors.  Id.; Glass v. Edens, 233 Ark. 786, 346 S.W.2d 685 (1961).  As the Arkansas

Court of Appeals noted in Hixon v. Baptist Health, 2010 Ark. App. 413, 375 S.W.3d 690,

“there is no exact formula for determining wage loss . . . .”  Pursuant to § 11-9-522(b)(1),

when a claimant has been assigned an impairment rating to the body as a whole, the

Commission possesses the authority to increase the rating, and it can find a claimant

totally and permanently disabled based upon wage-loss factors.  Cross v. Crawford County

Memorial Hosp., 54 Ark. App. 130, 923 S.W.2d 886 (1996).

To be entitled to any wage-loss disability in excess of an impairment rating, the

claimant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained permanent

physical impairment as a result of a compensable injury.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Connell,

340 Ark. 475, 10 S.W.3d 727 (2000).  The standard “preponderance of the evidence”

means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v. Hoffman, 2009

Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415 (citing Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark. 491, 206

S.W.2d 442 (1947)).  The wage loss factor is the extent to which a compensable injury has

affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.  Emerson Elec. v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App.
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232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001).  In considering factors that may impact a claimant’s future

earning capacity, the Commission considers his motivation to return to work, because a

lack of interest or a negative attitude impedes the assessment of his loss of earning

capacity.  Id.  The Commission may use its own superior knowledge of industrial demands,

limitations, and requirements in conjunction with the evidence to determine wage-loss

disability.  Oller v. Champion Parts Rebuilders, 5 Ark. App. 307, 635 S.W.2d 276 (1982).

Finally, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(F)(ii) (Supp. 2011) provides:

(a) Permanent benefits shall be awarded only upon a determination that the
compensable injury was the major cause of the disability or impairment.

(b) If any compensable injury combines with a preexisting disease or
condition or the natural process of aging to cause or prolong disability or a
need for treatment, permanent benefits shall be payable for the resultant
condition only if the compensable injury is the major cause of the permanent
disability or need for treatment.

“Major cause” is more than fifty percent (50%) of the cause, and has to be established by

a preponderance fo the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(14) (Supp. 2007).

“Disability” is the “incapacity because of compensable injury to earn, in the same or any

other employment, the wages which the employee was receiving at the time of the

compensable injury.”  Id. § 11-9-102(8).

The evidence reflects that Claimant is 63 years old, left school in the tenth grade,

and never obtained a GED.  But he can read, write, and perform basic math.  His work

history before Good Samaritan included stints in construction–painting and

carpentry–along with an extended job as a forklift driver.  He worked for Good Samaritan

for 19 years in the maintenance department.  This position included the installation and/or

removal of appliances, and helping at times with residents.  His compensable lower back
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injury in April 2005 occurred as the result of his lifting a large television.  As documented

above, he has undergone extensive conservative treatment and multiple diagnostic

procedures.  The only procedure than has given him lasting relief (eight months or one

year in varying accounts) was a rhizotomy.  As addressed above, I have awarded

additional treatment in this area.  Dr. Elders gave him an “interim” 20-pound lifting

restriction pending a rating by his surgeon.  While Dr. Barrett-Tuck at one point had him

on a 25-pound restriction, she eventually opined that he was permanently and totally

disabled and could no longer work.  Claimant’s abdominal aortic aneurysm prevents him

from undergoing surgical treatment; but as discussed supra, Dr. Barrett-Tuck is apparently

not anxious to pursue that avenue anyway because Claimant’s lumbar condition is not

severe enough to warrant it.

Claimant resigned in March 2008 from Good Samaritan because, per his resignation

letter, he had work restrictions and could not obtain a release from his doctor.  But this

does not comport with his testimony that he was still working there at this point.

Furthermore, he admitted that he made no effort to obtain such a release.  After his injury,

he only worked at full duty for “just a short time,” and the heaviest thing he lifting during this

time weighed around 75 pounds.  While his hearing testimony was that following his injury,

Good Samaritan only let him work a few hours each day, this conflicts with his deposition

testimony.

According to Claimant, he has problems standing.  Numbness in his left leg results

from standing too long.  However, he acknowledged that shifting positions helps with this.

He is taking medication, including Vicodin, for his pain.  While he termed most of his days

as “bad” ones, where his pain is 6/10 to 10/10, at another point he termed his maximum
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pain as 8/10.  And again, he has been awarded additional pain management.  Claimant

is still able to drive, perform housework, and help care for the minor grandchildren of Hall.

While he denied golfing since his injury, Magee clearly recalled otherwise.  After

consideration of their respective accounts, I credit the latter over the former on this point.

I recognize, however, that Magee, Hall, and Koop corroborated Claimant’s testimony that

he experiences back pain that has clearly curtailed his previous activities.

In conducting a vocational evaluation, White could not opine whether Claimant could

continue in his former job at Good Samaritan.  He did, however, opine that if Claimant

could not so continue, he would be unable to find other employment.  There is no

functional capacity evaluation in evidence.  I do not find, based on the credible evidence,

that Claimant is motivated to return to the workforce.

In sum, I cannot find, based on the foregoing, that Claimant has proven that he is

permanently and totally disabled.  However, I do find that after considering his age,

education, work experience, the nature and extent of his compensable injury, his

permanent restriction, and all other relevant factors, he has sustained a ten percent (10%)

impairment to his wage earning capacity in excess of the five percent (5%) anatomical

impairment to the body as a whole in connection with his compensable lower back injury.

In so doing, I find that his compensable injury of April 13, 2005 is the major cause of his

wage-loss disability.

F. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

One of the purposes of the attorney's fee statute is to put the economic burden of

litigation on the party who makes litigation necessary.  Brass v. Weller, 23 Ark. App. 193,

745 S.W.2d 647 (1998).  I find that Respondents No. 1 have controverted Claimant’s
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entitlement to permanent partial and wage loss disability benefits.  His counsel is thus

entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee on all indemnity benefits awarded herein, pursuant

to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2002).

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents No. 1 are directed to pay/furnish benefits in accordance with the

findings of fact and conclusions of law set forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in

a lump sum without discount, and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid,

pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809 (Repl. 2002).  See Couch v. First State Bank of

Newport, 49 Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 (1995).

Claimant’s attorney is entitled to a 25 percent (25%) attorney’s fee awarded herein,

one-half of which is to be paid by Claimant and one-half to be paid by Respondents No.

1 in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2002).  See Death & Permanent

Total Disability Trust Fund v. Brewer, 76 Ark. App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


